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10 TIPS TO SPARK CHANGE

The Opportunity Agenda’s research report, Power of Pop: The Case of the Cultural Influencers,
underscores the potential of celebrity not only to spotlight social issues, but also to spark meaningful dialogue and action that can lead to lasting policy and social change.
These tips are intended for those who work with cultural influencers of all kinds – not only
luminaries in entertainment and sports, but also the wide range of voices who are in a position to
harness the energy of fandom and media to inspire large audiences and help shift cultural norms.
We hope these tips help you increase your impact for social change.
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Seek out guidance from frontline advocates.
The people most directly impacted by an issue can provide essential insights and expertise to
make an influencer’s efforts meaningful. Find groups that are led by or deeply embedded with
frontline communities and listen to their policy priorities and proposed solutions. What are their
goals and how do they want people to feel, think, and talk about the issue?
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Determine the influencer’s unique role.
To determine where an influencer could add the most value, look for the intersection of: 1) the
cultural and political changes needed to get to the desired solutions, and 2) the ways in which
the influencer can contribute given their interests, skill sets, and platforms. For instance, if the
debate around an issue is being dominated by destructive perspectives, how could they help
reframe the conversation? If an issue is not gaining broad attention, how could they put it in the
spotlight? If an issue is in the public eye but not broadly supported, how could they create the
cultural symbols or stories that will help define the issue and build its popularity?
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Choose the influencer’s tone and approach.
If an influencer is a public figure, then what they say or do in public impacts their brand. It is
useful to carefully consider what about their brand could make them especially effective. If an
influencer is known for playing a universally loved character in films, they might be in a position
to help bridge political divides. If an influencer is known for a character (or previous personal
statements) that identifies them as having a particular worldview, they might be in a position to
mobilize supporters to take action. Decide in advance what kind of tone and approach would
align with an influencer’s existing brand or would intentionally expand that brand in directions
the influencer would want. Remember that maintaining influence with an audience is usually
dependent on choosing a tone and approach that is congruent to this brand.
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Identify your target audience and where to reach
them.
Different platforms have the potential to reach different audiences. It is important to be clear on
your goals in order to determine which audiences an influencer might aim to target. For example,
if an influencer’s goal is to raise awareness about the impact of mass incarceration, and their fan
base is made up primarily of communities who have already been deeply impacted by that issue,
then they might look at engaging platforms that could reach beyond their fan base, (i.e., social
media or events hosted by other influencers). If the goal is to reframe how people think about an
issue familiar to their audience, such as rethinking bail reform, then engaging platforms that target their fan base, (i.e., fan sites or social media channels) would be the more effective strategy
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Establish shared values.
Research shows that audiences are more receptive to unfamiliar arguments when they are
framed with shared values. Values are our most fundamental principles and they become a
means of establishing a human connection that can cut through stereotypes and partisan suspicion. Facts and figures can be tuned out or disregarded, but values activate emotions, invite
common ground, and open minds to new ideas. Influencers should identify the values that motivate them, and lead with those values when talking about the issues. It would also be worthwhile
to explore how an influencer might use their creative skills and platforms to encourage or model
those values.

Facts and figures can be tuned out or disregarded, but values
activate emotions, invite common ground, and open minds
to new ideas.
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Plan ahead how you will center frontline voices.
It can be tempting for the media and public attention to focus on an influencer’s actions rather
than the issues they are trying to raise. It is important to take extra steps to incorporate the
voices and perspectives of those traditionally overlooked or excluded from public discourse and
ensure that credit is given to grassroots activists and/or community organizers who are already
leading the charge in social change efforts. Partnering with frontline groups – which requires
building relationships and trust - can be very helpful in deciding whose voices and/or which stories should be centered.
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Find allies.
For most social and political change efforts, there is power in numbers. Find like-minded influencers who would be willing to join in a coordinated effort, or at least amplify when the influencer
decides to speak out or take action on an issue. Find organizations and activists who would be
willing to coordinate with and/or publicly support the influencer. Lining up these allies can be
especially important, not only to increase the impact of the message, but also to help protect the
influencer from becoming a target for industry or public reprisals.

It is important to take extra steps to incorporate the voices
and perspectives of those traditionally overlooked or
excluded from public discourse...
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Link the influencer’s personal story to the larger
story.
Authenticity matters. Our research shows that news coverage favors individual storytelling by
directly-impacted influencers. If an influencer isn’t directly impacted, they should find ways to
share what about their own experience compels them to support an issue. Additionally, personal stories should link to systemic issues. In telling the story of one child’s family who isn’t
able to pay for a needed surgery, an audience might become motivated to provide an individual
solution, solving only that one family’s problem. But to motivate an audience around a systemic
solution, (i.e., universal healthcare), an influencer should link that child’s story to the larger issue:
the fact that millions of children do not have healthcare coverage.
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Write a mission or artist statement.
An initial written or artistic statement laying out an influencer’s reasons for speaking out will
likely become a foundation for future discussion. If an influencer takes subsequent actions, the
media will likely continue to quote the original statement, which will help frame the debate as
long as the influencer garners public attention for the issue. When drafting a statement, feedback should be sought from various sources, with priority placed on incorporating the feedback
of those directly impacted: individuals and communities regularly excluded from national discourse. Our “Establish Shared Values” tip above may provide valuable guidance for drafting a
statement.
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Make use of replicable symbols or imagery.
The power of symbolism and imagery has emerged as a key cultural tool to keep issues in the
public eye and motivate supporters to take action. Symbols and easily replicable content create
avenues and inspiration for widespread participation. Think about how many athletes
have now taken a knee to uplift racial justice, or how many people are
now using the “Wakanda Forever” salute. A symbol can boil down a
complex idea into something that is replicable, digestible, and
accessible. When an influencer is planning what action to take,
consider how they can integrate an element that supporters
can replicate.

